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Although there are many shared experiences and similarities,

young women of colour  are not a monolithic group.  It is

therefore important to ensure that you still treat your new

trustee as a unique individual and understand the specific

barriers that they face. 

Diversity equals representation not inclusion. You still have to

work to ensure that processes are in place to support young

women of colour once they have joined your board.  









beyond the usual governance practices

diversifying your board

systemic change
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There are many approaches to ED&I work– whichever you

choose, it is important to ensure that it includes anti-racism

work as a stand alone and integral component.  It should also

focus on your wider impact as a charity not just recruitment

practices. 

The whole board should be responsible for anti-racism work

and should be collectively working towards greater inclusion. 

 Young women of colour  should not be expected to lead the

board on this work.









you have
the power to transform your board culture
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Are you working to ensure that your personal values behind closed

doors align with the values and commitments made by the

organisation around anti-racism and equalities work?  If you cannot

get the two to align, are you willing to step down so that someone

else can fill the role who will drive the organisation  forward?

How are you using your power and privilege? Are you 'opening the

gates you keep' and using your power to support, amplify and uplift,

or  are you using your power to dismiss issues raised that do not

directly affect or benefit  you?
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I think that there’s great work around improving

Board representation in the sector at the moment, but

there’s a gap around ensuring that once those

trustees join, the Boards and organisations are

spaces where (in my case) WOC trustees can thrive. 

I’m sure the knowledge on how to do that well is out

there with WOC trustees themselves and ‘BAME’ (for

want of a better word) organisations.
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